SCHINDLER AHEAD
LOGBOOK
DIGITALLY STORED.
WELL ORGANIZED.

Schindler Ahead LogBook is the digital document
repository to ease the handling of building
equipment documents. Having one central place
to compile technical and legal documents or user
guides ends the need for exhaustive searches and
paper copies. Everything is digital, well-structured
and accessible from any device. The web-based
system also allows file sharing with residents and
partners. Paperless and stressless.

A-Z – IT’S ALL INCLUDED

FOR ALL APPLICATIONS

Meet the obligations and needs of stakeholders with a click. Schindler Ahead LogBook is designed to store all documents from the
first sketches of a new construction to manuals for built-in equipment. All documents are digital, traceable and sortable in line with
your needs. Set up a network for document sharing, editing and
the handover between different suppliers or new building managers. Stop digging for documents and simply find them.

Schindler Ahead LogBook is for all building managers. Whether
you operate buildings with or without elevators, you will benefit
from all the document management features and a structure that
suits your way of working.

SCHINDLER AHEAD LOGBOOK
FEATURES
Metadata search
All documents are tagged when uploaded. Obtain the right document with Schindler Ahead LogBook’s smart search engine. Cloudbased, always accessible and open to connect with other building
software make it a powerful tool, so you stay organized.

Platform to network
Access the LogBook from your desktop PC or mobile device.
Register your partners and grant different levels of access. It’s easy
to organize a review with a notified body. Residents will also be
happier as they now know where to find all the manuals that they
probably need only once a year.

Compiled for your needs
Search and compile documents according to application, location,
floor, regular checks – just as it makes most sense to you. Grant
stakeholders access to the collections they need for their work. You
can even set reminders for recurring events or checks.

Full support assured
If you own a vast collection of paper documents, Schindler is at
your side to digitize it and even check the consistency of all elevator
and escalator related documents.

BENEFITS
Structured
The digital repository follows your rules and
needs. Just click to collate and share with
partners.

Accessible
Powered by the Ahead Cube and secured
by the GE Predix cloud, the system is accessible from any desktop or mobile device.

Transparent
Circulate official documents, invoices and
work-logs with residents quickly and paperfree.

SCHINDLER AHEAD.
SMART URBAN MOBILITY.

Find more information on
Schindler products.
Just scan the code with your mobile phone,
using free QR code scanner software. This
is either pre-installed on your phone or
easily downloadable for free.
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